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view seemed to receive from Rome a confirmation that later
events, in particular Pius IX.'s attitude to Dupanloup, were to
make of little value. Others again, like Newman, were inclined
to declare that such a document was not an infallible utterance
and need not therefore be accepted verbatim et literatim,
" Nothing comes from the Pope without having weight, but
there is a great difference between weight and infallibility/' *
Rome again seemed to give to this view a measure of support,*
which was soon shown to be of no avail. Catholic opinion,
confirmed by later events, was that the Syllabus was in fact,
and was intended to be, a final condemnation of Catholic
Liberalism in all its forms, and of all Liberal and Democratic
tendencies in general. " Every Liberal/' said the Monde^ in
January 1865, "falls necessarily under the reprobation of the
Encyclical/' Public opinion, both Catholic and non-Catholic,
made no mistake on the point. While Veuillot and his friends
gloated over the discomfiture of their foes, Dupanloup and
Montalembert knew that their cause was finally defeated,3 and
all the enemies of the Church rejoiced at the way she had
delivered herself up into their hands;1
manners and laws. As to freedom of conscience, it may be granted where
doctrinal unity no longer exists" (Fie de Dupa?iloitp, by Lagrange, ii,, pp.
460-465). The Pope, others said, gives the thesis; but complete practical truth
is obtained only when the antithesis is given as well. The Pope apparently
accepted this commentary, under the reserve of subsequent explanations
which never came. Manning apparently shared Dupanloup's general views;
he declared it wrong to take for granted that 4* the principles of 1789 were
such that the theology and morality of the Christian Church must condemn,*'
but added that truth had been patently and notoriously denied and must be
affirmed; it could not be held back because it would not be believed.
1 Newman to Pusey, -ryth November 1865 (Ward's Life of Nt;c»ta»9 ii.,
p. 101).
3	" Do I understand you to assume that the Encyclical of t864 is infallible?
They don't say so at Rome" (Newman to F. R. Ward, 24th May 1867,
i&iJ., ii., p. 85)*
5 " We fear that such an Encyclical, having no possible application to present
days and to most modern nations, will break in our hands the only weapon
God had left us for the defence of the Church's freedom n (Deschamps, a
Belgian Minister of State, to the Pope, quoted by Lecanuct, of. <7/., iii.» p. 370),
4	An ardent defender of both Ultramontanism and of Monarchy admits
that the Syllabus prevented in fact the restoration of the Coma* <k» Cliambord
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